Traditional Key-value Memory Neural Networks (KV-MemNNs) are proved to be effective to support shallow reasoning over a collection of documents in domain specific Question Answering or Reading Comprehension tasks. However, extending KV-MemNNs to Knowledge Based Question Answering (KB-QA) is not trivia, which should properly decompose a complex question into a sequence of queries against the memory, and update the query representations to support multi-hop reasoning over the memory. In this paper, we propose a novel mechanism to enable conventional KV-MemNNs models to perform interpretable reasoning for complex questions. To achieve this, we design a new query updating strategy to mask previously-addressed memory information from the query representations, and introduce a novel STOP strategy to avoid invalid or repeated memory reading without strong annotation signals. This also enables KV-MemNNs to produce structured queries and work in a semantic parsing fashion. Experimental results on benchmark datasets show that our solution, trained with question-answer pairs only, can provide conventional KV-MemNNs models with better reasoning abilities on complex questions, and achieve state-of-art performances.
Introduction
Memory Neural Networks (MemNNs) [Weston et al., 2014; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015b] are a family of neural network models that aim to learn how to reason with a long-term memory component and various inference components. The memory component serves as a knowledge base to recall facts from the past. MemNNs have been successfully applied in many natural language processing applications such as question answering and reading comprehension (RC). Recently, Miller et al. [2016] proposed a variant of MemNNs, namely Key-Value Memory Neural Networks (KV-MemNNs), which generalizes the original MemNNs by storing facts in a key-value structured memory. Figure 1 illustrates the basic architecture of KV-MemNNs, which consists of five components. The question is first fed to the Embedding component and the Hashing component. The former converts the incoming question to an internal feature representation. The Hashing component uses the question to pre-select a list of facts to compose the key-value memory. The Key Addressing component takes the input question representation and the current memory to compute the relevance probability between the question and each key in the memory. The Value Reading component reads the values of all addressed memories by taking their weighted sum using the relevance probabilities. The obtained value representation is then added to the query representation to change the query focus for the next round of memory reading. After multiple hops of reasoning over the memories, the final value representation is treated as the answer representation to perform the final prediction over all candidate answers in the Rank-ing component.
The KV-MemNNs have been shown to support shallow reasoning in domain-specific knowledge based question answering (KB-QA) tasks such as MovieQA [Tapaswi et al., 2016] . However, when applied to a more challenging scenario, e.g., open domain KB-QA, the KV-MemNNs models do not perform as well as expected, possibly due to two reasons. First of all, the focus of conventional KVMemNNs is about understanding the facts in the memory rather than properly understanding the questions, where the latter requires incrementally decomposing a complex natural language question into a set of focused queries with the help of the facts in the memory. However, in open domain KB-QA, questions are usually more complicated, e.g., multi-relation questions such as who does maggie grace play in taken, where more than one entity and relation are mentioned. Secondly, as shown in Figure 1 , KV-MemNNs usually work in an information retrieval (IR) fashion, which first retrieve a set of candidate answers from KB, then rank them by computing the similarity between the value representation and candidates, and finally select the top one or a fixed number of top candidates as the answer. We can imagine that it is not trivial for such IR-styled KV-MemNNs to properly resolve complex constraints from natural language questions, or to handle questions with multiple answers.
We believe that an ideal framework for open domain KB-QA should first understand the natural language questions, explicitly represent the meaning, and make the answer retrieval process more interpretable. To build such an interpretable KVMemNN KB-QA model, we need to deal with the following challenges: (1) KV-MemNNs often read the memory repeatedly since they do not know when to stop; (2) during multiple memory readings, conventional KV-MemNNs often fail to precisely update the queries for multi-relation questions; (3) strong annotations are usually required to train an interpretable QA model, e.g., the supervision for the memory selection at each hop. To address the challenges, we propose a novel solution to make conventional KV-MemNNs feasible to open domain KB-QA. In particular, we introduce a flexible KV-MemNN solution that can work in both the IR and semantic parsing style with large-scale memory. To this end, we first present a novel query updating method that is able to decompose complex questions and precisely address a relevant key at each hop. Secondly, we introduce a new STOP strategy during memory readings, which imports a special key STOP into the memory and guides our model to avoid repeated or invalid memory readings. In addition, our proposed model can learn to reason over memory slots with weak supervision, e.g., questionanswer pairs only, opposing the strong supervision that most current neural semantic parsers demand, which incurs high labor costs. Experimental results on two benchmark datasets show that our proposed model can not only enhance the reasoning capability of KV-MemNNs, but also be flexible enough to work as a semantic parser, with state-of-the-art performances.
Related Work
There are usually two main challenges in the open domain KB-QA task: (1) it often requires the ability to properly analyze and represent the natural language questions against knowledge bases, especially for those involving multiple entities and relations, which we also call as reasoning over the KBs; (2) training such interpretable question understanding models requires considerable strong annotations, which is expensive to obtain in practice. Existing works address these using either the information retrieval (IR) based solutions or the semantic paring (SP) based approaches. The IRbased models [Yao and Van Durme, 2014; Yao, 2015; Bast and Haussmann, 2015; Bordes et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2015; Jain, 2016; Lai et al., 2019] tackle the KB-QA task by developing various ranking models towards the candidate answers, which implicitly meet the reasoning requirements during the candidate-searching step or in designing the ranking functions. In contrast, the SP-based approaches [Berant et al., 2013; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Berant and Liang, 2014; Reddy et al., 2014; Yih et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016] explicitly represent the meaning of questions as logical forms or structured queries that naturally support reasoning over structured KBs.
More recently, memory based reasoning solutions [Weston et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2016] are proposed to tackle the task. [Weston et al., 2014] proposed the Memory Neural Networks (MemNNs), which enable the neural network models read/write on an external memory component, and are further extended into an End-to-End fashion [Sukhbaatar et al., 2015a] . [Miller et al., 2016] further proposed the Key-Value Memory Network, which generalizes the MemNN by storing facts in a key-value structured memory. Both of the two models could perform shallow reasoning over the memory, since they can find answers by consecutively making predictions over multiple memory slots. Compared to the flat memory slots in MemNNs, the Key-Value design can precisely accommodate more complex structured resources, e.g., discriminating subjects and objects in structured KBs, thus makes KV-MemNNs more flexible and better fit to different applications. These neural networks models are often trained in an end-to-end fashion, making the models relatively less interpretable.
Conceptually similar to our STOP strategy, Shen et al. [2017] propose the termination gate mechanism based on a random variable generated from the internal state for reading comprehension. In contrast, our model attempts to learn a general STOP key embedding based on the incrementally updated query representations, which can be learned from question-answer pairs only and lead to more explicit reasoning interpretations over structured KBs. This make our model potentially suit more real scenarios.
Our work is also related to [Jain, 2016; Bao et al., 2016] , which are designed to support reasoning for multi-relation questions by exploring the relation path and certain KB schema, e.g., CVT nodes, in the Freebase. The former also considers previously-addressed keys during query updating, but ignores the value representations. Thus, it still requires predefined rules and threshold to artificially add intermediate value representations to update the query. The latter also relies on a set of predefined rules to perform reasoning over Freebase. In contrast, our model incorporates both the key and value representations into the query representations, and update in a more uniform way, thus is more general and supports more reasoning scenarios in KB-QA.
Our Model
For a given question x, a knowledge base KB and the question's answer y, we aim to learn a model such that F(x, KB) =ŷ → y whereŷ is the predicted answer. In standard KVMemNNs, the function F can be composed of five components, i.e., key hashing, key addressing, value reading, query updating and answer prediction. Next, we will introduce how we design a novel mechanism upon those components to equip KV-MemNNs with more powerful reasoning ability. The architecture of our model is shown in Figure 2.
Key Hashing
The knowledge facts in KB are usually organized in a triple <subject, relation, object>, such as <Maggie Grace, fb:actor character, Kim>. In KV-MemNNs, these facts are stored in a key-value structured memory, where the key k is composed of the left-hand side entity (subject) and the relation, e.g., Maggie Grace fb:actor character, and the value v is the right-hand side entity (object), e.g., Kim. Traditional KV-MemNNs first preselect a list of candidate KB facts
to compose the key-value memory. Particularly, one can first detect entity mentions in the question, and include all KB facts that contains with one of those entities as subject into the memory. In our experiments, we directly use the entity linking results of Xu et al. [2016] and filter out their relations that have more than 100 objects. In practice, we find this strategy could effectively avoid the memory exploding for popular entities. In order to help the model avoid repeated or invalid memory reading, we introduce a special key, STOP, into the memory for all questions. The corresponding value of the STOP key is a special symbol represented by an all-zero vector. The STOP key is designed to tell our model that we has already accumulated sufficient facts at hand to answer the question, so there is no need to find other knowledge facts from the memory in later hops.
Key Addressing & Value Reading
Key addressing is basically a matching process, aiming to find the most suitable key for a given query. It can be formulated as a function that computes the relevance probability p i between the question x and each key k i :
where Φ is a feature map of dimension D, A is a query for further memory addressing:
There are many methods to represent questions and memory slots, including keys and values. Here we simply use the Bag-of-Words model to produce the representations, where we sum the embedding of each word in the question or memory slot together to obtain their vector representations.
Query Updating
After reading the addressed memory, the initial query representation q = AΦ(x) should be updated so that the new evidence o collected in the current hop can be properly considered to retrieve more pertinent information in later steps. Traditional KV-MemNNs simply add the initial query q and the returned value o, then perform a linear transformation to obtain the new query representation. This updating strategy is effective in the RC task, since the questions in RC are relatively simple, and their main emphasis is to select proper memory values to change the focus of the query, until reaching the answer. However, the questions in open domain KB-QA tasks are more complicated, usually involved with multiple relations or constraints.
Take the question "who does maggie grace play in taken" as an example, the expected answer should follow two constraints: (1) Maggie Grace plays this answer; and (2) this answer is from the movie Taken.
To answer this question, the model needs to perform two hops of inference consecutively, i.e., matching two keys Maggie Grace fb:actor..character and Taken fb:film..character in the memory. Conventional query updating methods, e.g., adding q and o, may not be helpful in guiding the model to predict the other key in later hops, and possibly even hurt the performance, since it may introduce unrelated information into the new query. Intuitively, in KB-QA, masking previously-addressed keys from the query could benefit latter inference, since the model will be able to focus on the next hop, e.g., the movie Taken. Therefore, we take into account the query and addressed memories at the t-th hop when updating the query q t+1 for the next hop:
where ⊕ denotes the concatenation of vectors. The query updating step is parameterized with a different matrix M t on the t-th hop, which is designed to learn a proper way to combine these three representations.
Answer Prediction
Conventional KV-MemNNs use the value o at the final hop of inference to retrieve the answers, by simply computing the similarity between o and all candidate answers. This may be of risk for our task. First of all, many questions in the open domain KB-QA have multiple answers, but, KVMemNNs are supposed to select the candidate with the highest similarity score as the only answer. Secondly, the value representation at the final step may not fully capture the answer information throughout the whole inference process. For example, for multi-constraint questions, the model may address different constraints at different hops, which requires the model to take the value representations in every hop into consideration in order to produce the final answer representation from a global view. We therefore propose to accumulate the value representations of all hops to make the resulting answer representation lean more on satisfying all constraints. We compute the answer representation m at each hop by adding the value representations of both the current hop and the previous one:
With the final m at hand, we could follow traditional IR-based methods to use the final Answer Representation to find the best match over all possible candidate values in the memory, namely the AR approach. Instead, we can also collect all the best matched keys at every hop to construct a Structured Query and execute it over the KB to obtain all qualified answers, namely the SQ approach. Specifically, the structured query can be constructed as: we select the keys that have the highest relevance probabilities in every hop, resulting a sequence of keys sk 0 ,.... Starting from sk 0 , we append the key sk i into the final structured query until we see the STOP key for the first time at the k-th hop, i.e., SQ = {sk 0 , ..., sk k−1 }.
Apparently, the SQ approach can easily output all qualified answers through excuting the queries over the KB, while the AR approach still has difficulties in selecting multiple answers from a ranked list. However, keep in mind that, we do not have gold-standard structured queries for training. As a result, we have to adopt different strategies to find answers in the training and test phases. During training, after a fixed number H hops, we follow the AR approach to use the final m H to compute a prediction over possible candidates, and we train the model by minimizing the cross-entropy between the prediction and gold-standard answers. During testing, we follow the SQ approach to collect the final answers by constructing and executing the structured queries over the KB to obtain all answers. As illustrated in Figure 2 , for the example question who does maggie grace play in taken, our model selects three keys, i.e., [<maggie grace, fb:actor..character>, <taken, film..character>, and <STOP>]. We combine the previous two triples to construct the structured query, which is then executed over the KB to get the answer. We should point out that our model could still use the AR approach to predict the answers just like in the training phase. And as far as we know, our model is the first one that is suitable to tackle the KB-QA task in both the information retrieval and semantic parsing fashions.
Objective Function and Learning
Given an input question x, the network with parameters θ uses the answer representation m h x to perform the prediction over candidate answers at hop h, resulting a prediction vector a h x , where the i-th component is respect to the probability of candidate answer i. We denote t x as the target distribution vector. We compute the standard crossentropy loss between a h x and t x , and further define the objective function over all training data:
where λ is a vector of regularization parameters. Intuitively, this loss function makes our model generate shorter paths to reach answers from the question. On the other hand, it encourages the query updating method to mask the information already addressed in previous hops for the next query representation. This design, together with the query updating method, are the keys to learn the STOP strategy.
Experiments
We evaluate our model on two benchmark datasets to investigate whether our enhanced KV-MemNNs model can better perform reasoning over the memory in the open domain KB-QA task, and whether it can make the QA procedure more interpretable.
Semantic Paring Method
Answer F1 Berant et al. [2013] 35.7% [Berant and Liang, 2014] 39.9% Yih et al. [2015] 52.5% Bast and Haussmann [2015] 49 
Settings
We use the WebQuestions dataset [Berant et al., 2013] as our main dataset, which contains 5,810 question-answer pairs. This dataset is built on Freebase [Bollacker et al., 2008] and all answers are Freebase entities. We use the same training, development and test split as [Berant et al., 2013] , containing 3000, 778 and 2032 questions, respectively. Our model is trained using the Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014] with mini-batch size 60. The learning rate is set to 0.001. The complexity of model was penalized by adding L2 regularization to the cross entropy loss function. Gradients are clipped when their norm is bigger than 20. The hop size is set to 3. We initialize word embeddings using pre-trained word representations from Turian et al. [2010] and the dimension of word embedding is set to 50.
We use the average question-wise F 1 as our evaluation metric. We compare our model with representative IR based KB-QA models, and several state-of-the-art semantic parsing models. We also include different variants of our model for comparisons to shed light on the advantages of our proposed strategies, especially our three important building blocks -the STOP strategy, how to update a query, and how to obtain the answers.
CQU+AR: uses the Conventional Query Updating method (CQU) which performs a linear transformation over the sum of the query and value representations. This method adopts the AR approach to predict answers where the one with highest probability is selected as the answer.
KVQU+AR: applies the approach introduced in this paper that additionally considers both the Key and Value representations in the Query Updating (KVQU). This method updates the query representation after reading the memory values at each hop of inference. Note that this model can be seen as a variant of Jain [2016] , which is essentially an IR-based approach.
CQU+SQ: uses the CQU method to update the query representations, and applies the SQ approach to obtain the answers.
KVQU+SQ: uses the KVQU method to update the query representations, and adopts the SQ approach to obtain the answers.
STOP+CQU+AR: introduces the STOP key into the memory, but still uses the conventional query updating method and answer representations to find the answers.
STOP+CQU+SQ: introduces the STOP key and uses the conventional query updating method, but uses the SQ approach to obtain the answers.
STOP+KVQU+AR: introduces the STOP key to the memory, uses the KVQU approach to update the query representations, and adopts the AR approach to retrieve the answers.
STOP+KVQU+SQ: is our main model that introduces the STOP key, applies the KVQU query updating method, and retrieves answers using the post-constructed structured queries. Table 1 summarizes the performance of various methods on the test set of WebQuestions. We can see that our main model (STOP+KVQU+SQ) performs the best among all its variations, and significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on WebQuestions (with one-tailed t-test significance of p < 0.05). We can also see that even the conventional KV-MemNN model (i.e., model (a)) could still outperform traditional semantic parsing models [Berant et al., 2013; Berant and Liang, 2014] , showing the effectiveness of memory networks in organizing and utilizing structured data. By replacing the CQU method with our proposed KVQU method, the KV-MemNN model (i.e., model (b)) could further gain an improvement of 1.2%, indicating a proper query representation updating method is critical to KV-MemNNs. After introducing the STOP strategy, the KV-MemNN model is capable to perform proper multi-hop reasoning over the memory, thus outperform most existing methods by a large margin except Bao et al. [2016] .
Results and Discussion
Previously, Bao et al. [2016] achieves the state- Table 2 : Running examples of addressed keys and corresponding relevance probabilities before and after introducing the STOP strategy. The question with blue color is correctly answered by introducing the STOP strategy while the red ones are still not resolved (see discussion in Session 4.8).
of-the-art performance on the WebQuestions by explicitly addressing the multi-constraint questions. Specifically, Bao et al. [2016] designs a multi-constraint graph for such questions based on the Freebase schema, and introduces a set of predefined rules to solve complex representations such as max, min, top-X and so on. On the other hand, our model only requires the KB facts to be stored in a Key-Value memory, independent of certain KB schemas. Although those complex expressions in WebQuestions could be easily covered by hand-crafted rules as many did, our model does not work upon such rules, and we think it is crucial to properly enhance KV-MemNNs with such more advanced reasoning abilities, which we leave for future work.
Impact of the STOP Key
As shown Table 1 , we can see that when introducing the STOP strategy, almost all models improve by around 4%, not only in the SQ setting (e.g., from (d) to (f)), but also in the AR setting (e.g., from (a) to (e)). This is not surprising, since the STOP key is introduced to help our model learn to determine when it should stop reading the memory to avoid repeated or invalid addressing. This apparently will lead to more accurate key addressing at each hop, and produce more accurate structured queries. And, better key addressing can also help to generate better value representations at each hop, and finally better answer representation at the last hop. Keep in mind that we obtain such improvement in the case that we do not have gold-standard annotations for the STOP key, but with question-answer pairs only.
To better investigate how the STOP key works, we randomly select 200 questions from the test set and manually analyze the structured queries generated by our model. We find that, for 184 questions (92%) our model predicts the STOP key after one hop of inference and continuously predicts STOP keys in later hops. For the remaining questions, our model predicts two distinct keys before predicting the STOP key. Among these 184 questions, 178 questions (96.7%) can be resolved using exactly a one-triple query. For the remaining 6 questions, it requires two distinct triples to find the answers. This indicates that our model can successfully utilize the STOP strategy to avoid repeated or invalid reading over the memory, at least, for simple questions.
For the multi-relation questions which require at least two hops of inference to find the answers, we evaluate our model on 326 multi-constraint questions selected in Bao et al. [2016] . We find that for 283 questions (86.8%), our model performs two hops of inference before predicting the STOP key while for the remaining 13.2%, our model only performs one hop of inference. This demonstrates that even without strong annotations in terms of structured queries, our model still manages to recognize the multi-relation structure and properly stops the invalid reading process. Table 2 illustrates several examples before and after using the STOP strategy.
Query Updating
In KV-MemNNs, it is important to properly update the query representation after each hop, since the updated query will be used to address more focused information in the next hop, which is especially crucial to support multi-hop reasoning over the memory. We experimented with two query updating approaches, the traditional adding-based method, CQU, and our proposed KVQU, which additionally considers the addressed key representations in previous hops to update the query representation. From Table 1 , we can see that no matter which techniques are used to retrieve the final answers, our model can always benefit from replacing the CQU with our KVQU. The main reason may be that KVQU learns to mask already addressed information and retain those untouched, which leads to more accurate key addressing and more expressive answer representations. But, we also observe that by switching from AR to SQ, STOP+KVQU+SQ achieves more improvement than STOP+CQU+SQ. One possible reason is that the KVQU method, together with the STOP strategy, can help address the most relevant keys (i.e., top#1 key) more accurately than CQU does at each hop, which results in more accurate structured queries.
We randomly select 50 multi-constraint questions from the test set of WebQuestions and analyze the addressed keys at each hop. We find that for 48 questions, the model with CQU (model (f)) repeatedly selects the same keys that have the highest relevance probabilities at the first two hops. However, when replacing CQU with KVQU, the model addresses different keys at the first two hops (examples shown in Table 2 ). One possible reason is that, in contrast to the CQU that only uses the value representation of current hop to update the query, KVQU additionally considers the addressed keys in the current hop, and aims to mask the already addressed information, so that in later hops, the model will focus on the remaining untouched part of the question.
Candidate Ranking v.s. Structured Query
We investigate two different answer retrieval methods, the IR styled method AR and the semantic parsing styled method SQ, in the experiments. By comparing CQU+AR (a) and CQU+SQ (c) in retrieval method does not boost the performance, but actually hurts. This is not surprising, because with the vanilla CQU, the model does not know how to stop reading the memory, thus may select repeated/invalid keys after the first hop, which will produce incorrect structured queries. Similarly, the KVQU+SQ also suffers from the incorrect structured queries.
After introduce the STOP key into the memory, we find that no matter which query updating methods are used, the models using structured queries (STOP+*+SQ) significantly outperform their corresponding versions using the ranking based method (STOP+*+AR). Despite of the STOP strategy, the improvement may come from two aspects. First, the structured queries in SQ are built from the best key at every hop, thus have captured more global information throughout the reasoning procedure, while the AR method only uses the o in the last hop to retrieve answers. Secondly, the models with SQ can easily output multiple qualified answers from the KB, while the methods with AR can only output the top one from a ranked list in the memory. Moreover, from a practical perspective, the SQ methods provide more interpretability than the ranking based methods.
Impact of the Hop Size
To investigate the impact of the hop size to the model performance, we evaluate the model STOP+KVQU+SQ and STOP+KVQU+AR with various hop size settings on the development set of WebQuestions. We evaluate both of the two models since we wonder which answer retrieval method is more sensitive to the hop size. As shown in Table 3 , the model with AR answer retrieval method achieves the best performance with hop size of 3. Then with the hop size increasing, the performance drops. In contrast, the model with the SQ method also achieves the best performance when the hop size is 3. When the hop size increases, the performance does not drop signifi-cantly, but almost remains unchanged. We think the reason may be that the model with the AR method keeps predicting the keys as the hop size increasing, which inevitably introduces noise to the answer representations. On the other hand, the model with the SQ method is less sensitive to the hop size, since once it sees the STOP key, the latter predictions do not affect the resulted structured query.
Results on QALD-4
To further examine our model under different conditions, besides WebQuestions, we also evaluate our main model on the QALD-4 dataset [Unger et al.] , which is built upon another KB, DBpedia [Auer et al., 2007] . Like Freebase, DBpedia stores real world facts in the triple format, making it easier for our model to adapt to this new KB. The QALD-4 dataset consists of three QA datasets, namely, Multilingual QA, Biomedical QA and Hybrid QA. Here we evaluate our model on the multilingual QA dataset which contains 250 English question-SPARQL pairs, where 200 questions (80%) are used for training and 50 questions for testing. These questions are more complicated than those of WebQuestions, e.g., all QALD-4 questions require at least two hops of inference over the KB to answer. Table 4 lists the results of our model and other participated systems [Unger et al.] . We can see that our model can achieve the best performance on this dataset, without importing extra rules.
Error Analysis
We analyze the errors of our main model on the development set of WebQuestions. Around 80% errors are caused by incorrect key addressing. The key addressing errors are mainly due to (1) the entities in the addressed keys are incorrect. Entity linking itself is a challenging task and we do not employ any existing entity linking tools to incorporate the linking confidence score, which may further improve our model; (2) the relations in the addressed keys are incorrect, which is mainly caused by insufficient context in the question. For example, in what is duncan bannatyne, the information from the question is quite limited for our model to predict the correct key fb:profession. Although the STOP strategy proves to be effective on most questions, there are still some questions where the STOP strategy does not work, e.g., what team did david beckham play for in 2011 shown in Table 2 . We failed to perform reasoning over the time constraint 2011 due to limited context left for 2011 after we addressed play for in earlier hops. Also due to this same reason, our model can not correctly answer the second question in Table 2 , who is the governor of India 2009. Keep in mind that, we actually do not have annotated addressed keys at each hop to explicitly teach our model. The remaining cases also include failures in deep analysis according to specific KBs. For example, in who is the mother of prince michael jackson, our model only matches the triple michael jackson fb:parents, but fail to spot female in the next hop.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose to apply the KVMemNNs as a semantic parsing module to approach the open-domain KB-QA task. We introduce a novel STOP strategy to derive structured queries with flexible number of query triples during multi-hop memory reading, and present a new query updating method, which considers the already-addressed keys in previous hops as well as the value representations. Experimental results show that the STOP strategy not only enables multi-hop reasoning over the memory, but also acts as the key to construct the structured queries, which help our model achieve the state-of-the-art performances on two benchmark datasets.
